PUBLIC HEARING – APRIL 6, 2021

DEER & WILD TURKEY MANAGEMENT PLANS

FOR THE TOWN OF JORDAN

The Public Hearing on the Town of Jordan’s proposed Deer and Wild Turkey Management Plans was officially opened at 5:00 p.m. at Town Hall located at 451 Main Street, Jordan, Montana. A notice that this hearing would be held was printed in the local newspaper twice; posted in three places around town and listed on all April utility statements.

Fourteen concerned persons attended this hearing. (see attached registration sheet)

Packet’s including a short description of how these Plans would operate and how in time, could control the excess resident deer and wild turkeys in Town. With surrounding landowners cooperation, we could also control the wild animals that pass through the Town and destroy flowers, lawns, gardens and young tree plantings. These animals would not then become resident animals and stay in Town to damage the property described above.

All persons in attendance agree we have a real problem that should be addressed immediately. However, they realize that it will take time to get our Plans approved by the Fish, Wildlife & Parks Commission and start implementing our Plans to reduce these excess animals in the Town.

The consensus of the entire group was to approve the proposed Plans and implement them as soon as possible.

Hearing dispersed at 5:45 p.m.

Minutes taken by Town Clerk.